case that prosody and gesture interact with semantics, grammar, and sequential location in many-and perhaps every-question of grammatical usage. For the purposes of this article, I will focus on the domain of turn-taking, but it should be kept in mind that turn-taking is just one window through which one can observe the embodiment of language.
In the remainder of this article I further motivate my interest in embodied language by exploring the role of prosody and gesture in turn-taking. I first attempt to motivate my interest-as someone committed to a discourse-functional approach to syntax-in turn-taking, and then motivate my interest in prosody and gesture. Because of space limitations, these comments will be brief.
GRAMMAR, GESTURE, AND PROSODY IN TURN PROJECTION Why Turn-Taking?
As Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974) pointed out, turn-taking is a pervasive organizational property of human interaction. All social systems that allow access to multiple individuals must provide for some form of turn-taking. The significance of turn-taking as a principle of human interaction is thus vast; given that turn-taking in conversation is managed almost entirely through language, we can see that one major function of language is to accomplish this crucial social function. Therefore, anyone interested in the functions of language could potentially find turn-taking to be an important function of language.
Moreover, as with other functions of language, it is not just that a particular language is deployed to fulfill the needs of turn-taking; rather, that language is almost certainly shaped by turn-taking needs (e.g., Fox, Hayashi, & Jasperson, 1996; Schegloff, 1996) . Schegloff (1996) argued this point quite persuasively for syntax. Thus, even someone who considers their domain of research to be syntax-in-discourse might find that answers to certain crucial syntactic questions lie in the nature of conversational turn-taking.
Also, to extend the logic: If we find that the syntax of a language both shapes and is shaped by turn-taking, and if we find that turn-taking is constituted in part by prosodic and gestural practices, then we might be led to explore the ways in which syntax, prosody, and gesture work together and how they might, in fact, be constitutive of each other. It is this possibility that I am currently interested in pursuing.
Why Prosody and Gesture
In the early work on turn-taking in conversation, special emphasis was placed on the role of grammar in turn projection-that is, in indicating how and when the current turn might come to possible completion (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974) . Even in that early work, however, the importance of intonation was acknowledged.
More recent work on turn projection has demonstrated that grammatical projection is always accompanied by gesture, intonation, and other aspects of vocal production, and is done in particular sequential locations, which creates a locus of interpretation and thereby shapes projection (e.g., Ford, Fox, & Thompson, 1996a , 1996b Ford & Thompson, 1996; Fox, 1995) . Consider an example to see what is meant by such a statement.
The following fragment comes from a videotape, made in the early 1970s, of three couples (and various children and dogs) enjoying a backyard picnic in Central Ohio. 4 The fragment (and the videotape) starts with Pam encouraging Curt to tell a joke that he had already told. The discussion is based on Fox (1995 In this interaction, Pam has suggested that someone tell a joke, perhaps for the benefit of the camera, which the others have already heard. Several people respond to Pam's suggestion, including Gary, who says "I don't think it's that funny." Different participants then orient to Gary's reaction: It is Pam's response to Gary, "You don' like it becuz you didn't think of it!", that I want to explore further.
If we temporarily ignore context, there are a variety of places at which Pam's word string could hypothetically be complete:
You. You don'. You don'like it. You don'like it becuz you didn't. You don'like it becuz you didn't think. You don'like it becuz you didn't think of it.
Yet given the sequential location-Pam is responding to Gary's "I don't think it's that funny," and after Carney and Curt have also responded-only a few of these are possibly relevant contributions, and each of these would have to be said with a particular prosody to be recognizable as doing that utterance, and hence as upcomingly complete. For example, for "You" to be a hearably complete utterance in this sequential location, it would probably have to show a complete pitch contour, either terminal rising or falling.
Pam's actual utterance begins with "You," which is strongly accented. The pitch comes down on "don' " and there is no accent on "like," indicating that after the direct object may not be a place of possible completion. Furthermore, "it" is produced at the same pitch as "like," so there is no suggestion of completion-relevant fall or rise. From these properties we do not hear the end of "it" as a likely place of completion (even though it is syntactically complete as a clause). Having thus heard "You don'like it," the recipients may anticipate that more of this turn will come-and in fact the speaker does continue with a subordinate clause. In this "because" clause the accent on "think" indicates a possible upcoming completion after the object, which in fact occurs. Therefore, it is not the syntax or sequential location alone that helps the recipients to know when the turn might be complete-the pitch movement (and other facets of the prosody) plays a crucial role as well. Prosody-which is really the vocal production of suprasegmentals-is an obviously bodied set of practices.
Because Pam is off-camera when she produces this utterance, it is not possible for us to explore the role of gesture in the projection of her turn. To see the importance of gesture-another obviously bodied set of practices-in turn projection, consider another example.
The following fragment comes from a videotape of a dinner-table conversation between two couples (and the host couple's two children). The guests, Don and Ann, have been telling about the new house of a friend of theirs that they have just visited. The discussion focuses on Beth's response: As Beth begins this turn (with "That's like my cousin in Dayt'n,"), she is holding a fork in her right hand and her left hand is in her lap. After a lack of uptake to this beginning, she continues by elaborating on the similarity between the development where her cousin lives and the development just described by Don. As she enters this elaboration, she brings her left hand from her lap to above her plate, and as the utterance progresses she sketches out with her left hand several clockwise oval-like shapes, done jerkily (as if describing "stops" along the route). Partway through the word "variations," her left hand begins a return to her lap. This return, or retraction as it is known in the gesture literature (e.g., Kendon, 1972; McNeill, 1992) , may display that the turn is coming to a place of possible completion; in fact, not long after this retraction begins, Don responds to Beth's utterance-before it is actually complete-with "Right." Therefore, it is very possible that Don is attending to the trajectory of Beth's gesture as a display of when the turn will come to completion.
The movement of the hand in this complex utterance thus illustrates one way in which gesture can accomplish turn projection-recipients can inspect a gestural movement for where it might return to a resting place and find that place, if it coincides with other indications of completion (through grammar, prosody, and sequential location), as a possible end of the turn.
In summary, then, we can see that prosody, gesture, grammar, semantics, and sequential location work together to project possible turn completion. In fact, it is probably more accurate to say that they mutually create or constitute one another, which opens up the very intriguing possibility that grammar itself may be an embodied practice (see Fox, 1995 , for a fuller exploration of this possibility).
DISCUSSION
I hope in this short statement to have motivated an interest in embodied language, in particular in the interrelations among prosody, gesture, syntax, and sequential location in everyday conversation.
NOTES
1 Here the phrase should actually be "embodied and socially constituted practice," because it is only through social practices of interpretation that actions of the body acquire significance.
2 In what follows I will use the term gesture to include all movements of the externally visible body, including gaze.
